
 
 

Cybersecurity Team Wins 4th National 
Championship 
By Heather Smith Lovett | April 26, 2021 

UCF’s Collegiate Cybersecurity Competition Team has again won the National Collegiate Cyber Defense 
Competition sponsored by Raytheon, the world’s largest competition of its kind. 

This is the fourth time UCF has taken the top spot. UCF won the national championship in 2014, 2015 and 2016, 
and finished as runner-up the last three years. 

“This year was clearly UCF’s strongest performance in our eight appearances at National CCDC over the past nine 
years,” says Tom Nedorost, the team’s coach and faculty advisor for the student cybersecurity 
club, Hack@UCF. “Our team finished the competition with an overall average service uptime of 94.4% which 
broke our previous record set at this event.” 

During this weekend’s two-day competition, UCF’s eight-member team spent more than 16 hours operating and 
managing the network of a fictitious renewable-energy company. The team used its cyber skills to fend off live 
attacks from professional hackers who try to extract the company’s propriety information, tamper with websites, 
steal personal and financial information, and disrupt critical systems. As they defend the company, the teams 
must also successfully complete a slew of incoming routine business requests, such as updating mail servers, 
managing e-commerce orders and troubleshooting user issues. Teams begin the competition with an identical set 
of hardware and software and are scored on the ability to detect and respond to outside threats and respond to 
business needs. 

UCF was leading on the scoreboard at the end of the competition’s first day and the team was determined not to 
give it up says Michael Roberts ’19, the team captain who placed second in a national cybersecurity competition 
in November. 

“This year, we just went in and did everything we possibly could,” he says. “We didn’t stop working for a single 
second. Every single task they gave us, we completed. We kept up every single service for the majority of the 
time. We took it as seriously as we possibly could.” 

The team members competing in the national championship included: digital forensics graduate 
students Michael Roberts ’19 and twin brother Martin Roberts ’20; computer science majors Alexander Cote (co-
captain), Nelson Torres, Kai Garcia, Aiden Durand and Christopher Fischer; and information technology student 
Michael Troisi. 

https://www.ucf.edu/news/ucf-student-places-2nd-at-national-cybersecurity-competition/
https://www.ucf.edu/news/ucf-student-places-2nd-at-national-cybersecurity-competition/


One of the professional hackers wrote to the UCF team after the event: “You guys were amazing … unusual 
events you saw got an IR [Incident Response Report event] – even when we thought we had you, you did really 
smart things … A+ this year from a services perspective.” 

Nedorost says the team’s efforts to secure the network and resources from attacks improved from previous 
years. “Our team effectively monitored the network for anomalies, successfully identified unauthorized intrusion 
attempts, quickly secured any potential vectors of attack, and followed recommended incident-response 
protocols,” he says. 

The competition is a team sport in which every team member must constantly communicate and rely on each 
other while simultaneously working on multiple tasks. In previous years, teams physically competed together in a 
secured room. This year, teams were required to operate remotely while physically separated from one another, 
adding another layer of communication challenges. 

As soon as they found out about the remote requirement, the UCF team began practicing for it, says Roberts. 
“We would practice two days together and then on the third day we would scrimmage and replicate as much as 
we could the actual competition, and walk through all of our steps for that. And that we would do online, the 
same way we’d do during the competition,” he says. 

“Our team was very close,” Roberts continues. “We loved competing with each other. We all came in with the 
same goal. We were all very motivated by winning the trophy and winning first place in this competition. 
Everyone was willing to put in the time required and during the competition work on whatever was needed, even 
if it was outside their wheelhouse and maybe not something they were used to doing.” 

Modeled after real-world scenarios, the goal of the National Collegiate Cyber Defense competition is to prepare 
students to strengthen the nation’s network infrastructure. According to the Bureau of Labor Statistics, 
information-security-analyst jobs are expected to grow 31 percent by 2029, more than seven times faster than 
the national average job growth of 4 percent. 

The competition is watched closely by corporate partners, and competing students are routinely hired as 
cybersecurity engineers and analysts, penetration testers and security developers. 

More than 240 university teams battled for the title through a series of regional competitions held earlier this 
spring. UCF was one of 10 teams advancing to face off in this weekend’s championship. In this year’s event, 
DePaul University took second and George Mason University finished third. 

This was the second title for the UCF team this month. On April 17, UCF Collegiate Cybersecurity Competition 
Team members Bil Erden, Harrison Keating, Kelsey Hall, and Caleb Wisley won the 8th Annual NIATEC Invitational 
Collegiate Cyber Defense Competition. 

The Collegiate Cybersecurity Competition Team’s ongoing success has attracted the attention of industry. In 
2019, UCF opened the Lockheed Martin Cyber Innovation Lab, a collaborative learning hub and classroom space 
for cybersecurity students and practice center for members of the highly decorated student 
club Hack@UCF. Lockheed Martin’s $1.5 million gift to UCF helped build and equip the 970-square-foot lab 
located in the UCF College of Engineering and Computer Science’s Engineering I building, benefitting hundreds of 
students studying cyber defense, offense and security topics 
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